Introduction
Answering real-world management and research questions using data typically requires complex nonlinear models to adequately represent the system under study. Historically, simplifying assumptions were made to allow explicit expression for estimates of model parameters and their uncertainty based on the available data. With the advent of computers and numerical procedures these simplifications are no longer needed and the analysts can apply the model that they consider most appropriate. Parameters are often estimated by optimizing an objective function (e.g. likelihood) that measures how well the model predicts the data. Efficient methods for optimizing the objective function are based on derivatives, which typically are approximated numerically using finite differences, or alternatively by evaluating an analytical expression for the derivatives. The former method can be unstable, and is inefficient when there are many parameters. Analytical derivatives are preferable, but may be hard to derive for complex models implemented as thousands of lines of computer code. A third alternative is provided by automatic differentiation (AD), which is a technique for numerical evaluation of derivatives of a mathematical function available in the form of a computer program [22, 23] .
Many software packages and libraries can perform AD on user-supplied programs written in standard languages such as FORTRAN and C++ [6, 24, 26] . These packages, however, focus only on derivative calculations; the user must incorporate the resulting derivative code into applications such as a function minimization problems or sensitivity analysis. More specialized mathematical programming environments such as MATLAB and NAG have also incorporated AD. Similar functionality is, however, very limited in statistical softwares such as R, SAS, SPSS and STATA. This is somewhat surprising, since the method of least-squares and likelihood-based parameter estimation, which are commonly used in statistical inference, involve minimizing an objective function. The availability of accurate derivative information thus seems crucial in all but trivial estimation problems. For many models found in statistical packages, the derivatives of the objective function have been hand-coded. In settings where the user specifies the objective function, as opposed to choosing from prefixed options, it seems that AD has an important role to play. Derivatives are also useful for many other components of statistical inference.
In this paper, we describe AD Model Builder (ADMB), an AD-based framework for doing statistical parameter estimation, that includes a complete suite of tools for developing nonlinear statistical models. ADMB seamlessly integrates AD with a function minimizer which is used to minimize an objective function (e.g. a negative log-likelihood function). ADMB has functionality not found in other statistical software, e.g. profile likelihood and Laplace approximations of highdimensional integrals. In both of these, AD plays a crucial role. Besides profile likelihood and the delta method, all ADMB models have built-in capability to use Markov-chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) analysis to evaluate the uncertainty of estimated quantities.
Originally developed by David A. Fournier in the late 1980s, ADMB was designed for fish stock assessments with hundreds of parameters and highly nonlinear objective functions. Its use has since spread within the broader ecological community and other scientific fields. ADMB is today available as a free open-source software, see http://www.admb-project.org. This paper gives an overview of ADMB as a model-building tool, and is intended to be the main ADMB reference.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the basic working of ADMB with an emphasis on the role played by AD, Section 3 presents the use of the Laplace approximation, Section 4 presents an overview of studies in which ADMB has been used, Section 5 presents the open source project and Section 6 is a summary and discussion. Readers less interested in the technical details and wanting an overview ofADMB can skip Sections 2.1-2.3, and all of Section 3.
What is AD Model Builder?
From the user's point of view, AD Model Builder is similar to a fourth-generation computer language. The ADMB source code contains shorthand declarations of data and of specialized types supporting AD along with C++ code defining the user's model. The ADMB source code is converted to C++ by the ADMB pre-processor, and the resulting C++ code is then compiled and linked with the AD library to create an executable program (see Figure 1) .
These steps are automated in scripts and in an integrated development environment (IDE). When run, the executable program produces parameter estimates, estimates of standard deviations, and other quantities useful for statistical inference. Here, we provide a simple example for the benefit of the user without previous exposure to AD before proceeding with a more complete description of ADMB. Figure 1 . The different steps starting with the model specification and ending with the estimated model parameters and uncertainties. The preprocessing, compiling and linking is typically collected in a single command.
A simple example
Consider a simple regression model,
for a sequence of n experiments. Here, y i is the response of the ith experiment, x i the explanatory variable and ε i the zero-mean measurement error. Table 1 shows the ADMB code for this model, using concentrated negative log-likelihood as the objective function.
The simplest least-squares approach, found in many textbooks, is based on the objective function
The function is optimized when the derivative with respect to the parameter being estimated is equal to zero. Therefore, the least squares estimates of a and b are found by solving
ADMB accomplishes the same thing numerically for any differentiable objective function. The AD routines compute the required derivatives, and the function minimizer decreases −S until the derivatives are arbitrarily close to zero (by default <10 −4 ). The AD algorithms in ADMB take advantage of the fact that C++ compilers reduce even the most complex statement into a sequence of elemental unary or binary operations on floating point representations of real numbers. At the time that these operations are executed, all of the Table 1 . ADMB listing for a simple linear regression model.
f=0.5 * n * log(norm2(y-yfit));
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Fournier et al. Table 2 . Simple example of automatic differentiation.
Step Operation Value Derivatives
Note: Each term (2) is broken down into elemental operations, and the chain rule of differentiaton is applied.
information required to compute the derivatives is available for use. For example, one possible way for a compiler to parse the ith term in (2) into elemental operations is shown in Table 2 . The partial derivatives in the above table can be combined using the chain rule:
Implementation of AD
There exist two AD strategies: the forward mode and the reverse mode. In the forward mode, derivatives of temporary variables with respect to the independent variables (a and b in Section 2.1) are propagated in parallel with the general program flow. This amounts to sequential accumulation of the products (4) and (5) . The forward mode is the intuitive way of organizing the calculations for a person with a traditional calculus background. It, however, has the drawback that the cost of propagating the derivatives grows in proportion to the number of independent variables. This is limiting in problems with many estimated parameters. For the reverse mode, on the other hand, there is the celebrated result that the full gradient of the objective function can be obtained at a cost of no more than four times the cost of evaluating the objective function [22, p. 57] For a full description of the reverse mode the reader is referred to [22] . The drawback of the reverse mode is the need to store in memory values of the temporary variables (t 1 , . . . , t 4 ) calculated during the forward sweep. For a simple program listing as in Table 2 Optimization Methods & Software 237 this is not a problem, but for programs containing loops that unfold into long lists, the computational graph may become too large to fit in the physical memory, and hence must be written to a file. Writing to file greatly slows down the execution of the program. To counteract this phenomenon ADMB applies various techniques collectively known as pre-accumulation [22, p. 185] .
ADMB implements reverse mode AD by overloading C++ operators [22, p. 93] . With this strategy the chain rule is applied at run time (of the executable program), as opposed to generating derivative code at compilation time. The latter technique is known as 'source transformation' in the AD literature. The internal part of ADMB, that overloads all the mathematical operators and functions in C++ and sets up the data structures needed for the reverse sweep, is a library known as AUTODIF [2] .
AUTODIF also provides 'adjoint code' for most standard arithmetic operations involving numbers, vectors and matrices, and combinations of these. The use of adjoint code avoids the need to store the value of each elemental operation during the forward sweep. As an example, take the Cholesky decomposition chol(X) of a matrix X. During the forward sweep, only the value of the elements of X are stored, not those internal to the Cholesky algorithm. During the reverse sweep, X is restored and chol(X) is calculated again, this time with a code that saves all intermediate quantities within the Cholesky algorithm. Using this information, a 'local' reverse sweep of the Cholesky code is performed. (This approach is very similar to what is known as 'checkpointing' in the AD literature [22, p. 319] .) Unlike the general reverse sweep, which is implemented using operator overloading in C++, this local reverse sweep is performed by a hand-coded algorithm, which is typically able to reduce the total storage requirements by overwriting variables no longer in use. Details of implementation are given in [60] in the case of the Cholesky algorithm. It is further shown in [60] that the adjoint code (including both forward and reverse sweeps) for chol(X) can be implemented using only the storage allocated for X. What is referred to above as 'hand-coded' derivative code could have been generated automatically using a source transformation tool such as TAPENADE [26] , but this is not currently part of ADMB. The existence of adjoint code for common functions is a key part of ADMB, and an important reason why it can be applied to large real-world problems.
Parameter estimation and uncertainty
Although the method of least squares provides a criterion for obtaining point estimates of parameters in many situations, most of the features ofADMB require that we adopt a likelihood framework based on a full probabilistic formulation of the model. For the simple regression (1) this amounts to assuming that the measurement error is normally distributed with mean 0 and variance σ 2 , written as ε i ∼ N(0, σ 2 ). Now the log likelihood is given as
where p(y i ) denotes a probability density. ADMB will maximize l(a, b, σ ) using a quasi-Newton algorithm with derivatives obtained using AD (For historical reasons ADMB actually minimizes the objective function so in practice the negative log-likelihood is used). Once convergence has been reached, ADMB optionally calculates the covariance matrix by inverting the observed Fisher information (Hessian of l),
The second-order derivatives are obtained by applying finite differences to −(∂/∂θ )l(θ ), which itself is obtained by AD. The use of finite differences in this context is much less problematic than it is for maximizing l(θ), as the Hessian only provides approximate standard deviations, with the approximation error typically being larger than the numerical error arising from the use of finite differences.
Profile likelihood
The profile likelihood feature of ADMB lets one study the log-likelihood surface for one parameter at a time, while maximizing with respect to the remaining parameters. ADMB also allows profiling with respect to a function φ = φ(a, b, σ ) of the parameters. From a computational perspective this leads us to the constrained optimization problem:
This is particularly useful when φ is an 'interest parameter', while the remaining parameters of model are nuisance parameters. The profile likelihood curve l(φ) is a graphical display of the information contained in the data about the interest parameters.
Markov chain Monte Carlo
During the 1990s, Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) techniques started to have a large impact on the way statistics was practiced, particularly on Bayesian statistics [21] . The basic MCMC algorithm implemented in ADMB is a random walk Metropolis-Hastings algorithm [21, p. 289] , where the initial point is the mode of the specified objective function, and the proposal covariance is the inverse Hessian, both calculated using AD as described previously. The literature of ADMB applications shows that the MCMC features are widely used. ADMB also has an MCMC routine that integrates over some parameters using Laplace approximation (see Section 3) and a hybrid MCMC [47] that both take additional advantage of AD to improve the MCMC performance.
Model specification
ADMB partitions the model specification into three logical steps: (1) read in the data (x's and y's in the simple regression); (2) declare model parameters (a and b), possibly with boundaries and a specification of the order in which each parameter becomes 'active' in the optimization process; and (3) code the negative log-likelihood function (essentially S) to be minimized with respect to the model parameters. This partitioning helps users organize and structure their model implementation and thus aids thinking about the problem at hand. The basic syntax is based on C++, but with many helpful features.
In the data section, common constant objects (number, vector, matrix, and many more) are declared and read in with a single command. For instance, to read in a 100 by 5 matrix A from the associated data file, the user would write:
This greatly simplifies the process of reading in data, and is especially helpful for users unfamiliar with C++.
The syntax for declaring parameters has a number of helpful features. Each of the different model parameter objects (numbers, vectors, matrices, and many more) can be declared by a single line, with optional bounds on the model parameter and an optimization phase. For instance, to declare a vector with five model parameters each between 0 and 1, but to be estimated only after another set of model parameters is optimized, the user would write:
The first two numbers specify the range of valid indices for the parameter vector. The third and fourth arguments specify the bounded interval, and the final argument specifies the order in which these model parameters are to be estimated. Model parameters assigned to phase 1 are estimated first, while other parameters are fixed at their initial values. After phase 1 converges, the optimizer starts phase 2, where parameters assigned to phases 1 and 2 are estimated, and so on, until all parameters have been estimated simultaneously in the final phase. Bounding and estimation in phases is especially helpful in large (say >20 model parameters) nonlinear optimization problems. Bounding can prevent the optimization algorithm from searching among parameters where the objective function is not well defined. Optimization in phases can be helpful in getting model parameters with no obvious initial values into the right domain before the full optimization is started. For instance, if a good initial value is known for parameter ϑ but not for parameter τ , then it makes sense to set ϑ fixed at its initial value and optimize w.r.t. τ in the first phase, thenin second phase -optimize both, but initializing τ at its estimate from the first phase.
Unlike data and model parameters, which can be specified without any knowledge of C++, specification of the function to be minimized (typically a negative log-likelihood function) requires a basic understanding of C++ syntax. In addition to functions normally available in C++, AD Model Builder provides a variety of mathematical and statistical functions, such as vector and matrix operations, sums, probability density functions, etc. The user is required to code the function to be minimized, but the task is greatly simplified because of these built-in functions.
Compared to generic AD software, ADMB provides unique features useful for statistical applications. One feature allows the declaration of variables which are functions of a number of model parameters and are considered as 'derived' parameters (as opposed to 'fundamental' parameters that are directly estimated). The errors in the estimates of the 'fundamental' parameters are propagated through these 'derived' parameters when the standard deviation of all parameters are calculated. The following simple declaration will invoke computation of the standard deviation of the 'derived' parameters:
sdreport_number MyQuantity_of_interest
The variable MyQuantity_of_interest is then assigned a value in the model code as some function of model parameters, e.g. MyQuantity_of_interest = a*b. When the Hessian matrix and covariance matrix calculations are carried forward, ADMB tracks the Jacobian. The appropriate first-order Taylor-series propagation of errors (i.e. the 'delta method') is applied, and the asymptotic approximation of the variance-covariance matrix includes the 'derived' parameter.
Running a correctly specified executable will then maximize the coded likelihood function with respect to the model parameters. It will produce a number of output files containing, for example, the function value at the minimum, the estimated model parameters and the covariance matrix of the model parameters as estimated by the second derivatives of the function at the minimum.
User interfaces
The default ADMB user interface consists of a command-line program that translates the ADMB source code to C++ source code, along with shell scripts to simplify the process of translating, compiling and linking an application. Once built, model applications support a standard set of command line options [1] to specify optimization and other details. All input and output are in plain text files.
An integrated development environment called ADMB-IDE [36] is available, streamlining the installation and workflow between editor, compiler and debugger. A typical model-building session involves modifying and recompiling the code between test runs (Figure 2 ), but fully developed general models have been used for years without modification. Several extensions that interact with the R programming language have been developed [7, 38, 55, 62] , and the process of converting models between ADMB and the BUGS (Bayesian inference Using Gibbs Sampling) programming language has been described [40] .
Random effects
The ability to implement random effects is a recent addition to ADMB, using the Laplace approximation. This optional module, ADMB-RE, allows users to specify both random effects and regular model parameters for estimation. The task for this type of model is to find the maximum likelihood for all parameters while integrating over the random effects. The Laplace approximation of the marginal likelihood leads to a nested optimization problem and a need for calculating third-order derivatives by AD. This is done by successive application of forward and reverse mode ADs. This approach is described in [61] . Note that the term 'random effect' is defined more broadly in ADMB than in the statistical literature. In ADMB, random effects include not only regression coefficients that are random variables, but also state-space models, Markov random fields, and frailty models in survival analysis.
Analysts often split unknown model quantities into two categories: random effects and fixed effects. The former, which we denote by u, are thought of as arising from some random experiment or event, and hence there is an associated probability density p(u). The fixed effects are what we have called 'parameters'up to now, and are non-random quantities which describe the 'population' from which u, together with data y, are generated. We denote the fixed effects by a vector θ . In the simple regression model of Section 2, we had θ = (a, b, σ 2 ) and no random effects. Models are usually taken to be hierarchical: first we sample u from p θ (u), and then we sample y from the conditional probability density p θ (y|u). That is, in drawing the value of y, we use the realized value of u. ADMB treats θ and u differently, but before discussing computational aspects, we look at a simple example to clarify the concepts. To make the simple regression a bit more complicated (and realistic) we shall consider the errors-in-variables problem: there is a measurement error associated with x i , not just with y i . If we disregard this error, then the estimate of b will be biased. We remedy this by introducing u i , a version of x i without a measurement error. The model now has two response variables, x and y, and is given by
where ε i ∼ N(0, σ 2 ) as above, and e i ∼ N(0, σ 2 e ) is the measurement error associated with x i . To complete the probabilistic specification of the model, we assume that that u i ∼ N(μ, σ 2 u ). The reason this assumption is needed is that the u i 's are unobserved.
The ADMB objective function is (the negative logarithm of) the joint probability density of the (u, x, y)'s:
The parameter vector has grown to θ = (a, b, σ 2 , σ 2 x , μ, σ 2 u ). The fact that (8) is a product of terms, each depending only on a single u i , has important computational implications, but is not a requirement imposed by ADMB. Models without this property include time-series models, with state variable u i and observation y i , for which the joint density is given by
Further, the distribution of y i need not be Gaussian, but can be any other probability distribution, such as the Poisson, p θ (y i |u i ) = λ
Similarly, the distribution of u i need in principle not be Gaussian. However, the Laplace approximation discussed below works best if non-Gaussian random effects are obtained by transformation of an underlying Gaussian random variable u i . For example, if we want to obtain a log-normal random effect, we let u = exp(u ), where u ∼ N(0, 1). This trick adds another level to the model hierarchy. In summary, the requirement is that an expression is available for the joint density of y and u, and that this density is three times differentiable with respect to both u and θ (but not y).
A full explanation of the philosophical basis for viewing u as random and θ as non-random is beyond the scope of this paper. However, we note that our position is intermediate between that of the two competing traditions in statistics: Bayesianism (in which θ is also random) and frequentism (in which the u i are non-random, but still unknown), and hence represents a reasonable compromise to many practitioners. The same philosophical distinction between fixed and random parameters is also found in other more narrowly targeted mixed model software.
Parameter estimation via the Laplace approximation
Parameters are estimated using a two-stage approach known as empirical Bayes [11] . First, θ is estimated by maximum likelihood, i.e.,θ = arg max θ L(θ ), where L(θ ) = p θ (y) is the likelihood function. Then, a Bayesian posterior mode estimate is used for u:
The main computational challenge is to evaluate the marginal density of y,
which has no general analytical solution. Here, p θ (y, u) is given by (8) and (9) or derived from some other model of interest. Because of the high dimension of u (n = 1000, say), ordinary quadrature rules for numerical integration cannot be used, and an alternative approximation is required. ADMB uses the Laplace approximation of the integral (10), which yields the likelihood approximation
where
For simplicity, we have suppressed the dependency of g on y. Note that without the term det(H ) −1/2 , the right-hand side of (11) is a profile likelihood (Section 2.3.1). ADMB evaluates the Hessian, H , by AD using a forward pass followed by a reverse pass. As pointed out in [61] , the combination of the Laplace approximation and AD makes parameter estimation in random effects models automatic from a user perspective. The only responsibility of the ADMB user is to write down the correct expression for g, the joint density. Cholesky decomposition of H is used to evaluate det(H ), and hence the Laplace approximation is only well defined in the part of θ space where H (θ) is positive definite. Using the mechanisms built into ADMB for doing constrained optimization, the user can ensure that the numerical search for the optimum of L * (θ ) is constrained to this region.
From a computational perspective, the Laplace approximation represents a nested optimization problem, where the inner level (12) must be solved for each value of θ that is requested by the outer level (11) . For the purpose of maximizing (11), or in practice its logarithm (to increase numerical stability), it is advantageous to obtain the exact gradient of L * (θ ). To this end, the formula
has been noted in the literature [5, 61] . The mixed partial derivatives of g(u, θ ) are evaluated as part of the same process that evaluates H by AD. Further, by evaluating ∂/∂u g(u, θ ) and ∂/∂θ g(u, θ ) by reverse mode AD, the gradient with respect to θ of the exponential term in (11) 
Other integral approximations such as importance sampling and adaptive Gaussian quadrature are obtained for other choices of F [61] , and are implemented in ADMB as (more accurate) alternatives to the Laplace approximation. Adaptive Gaussian quadrature is only applicable to low-dimensional integrals, but is nevertheless applicable to many regression models.
Conditional independence and partial separability
The above recipe for evaluating the Laplace approximation by AD is in principle applicable to any model for which a computer program can be written that evaluates g(u, θ ). However, significant computational gains can be achieved in ADMB by exploiting the special structure of certain types of models. For instance, in model (8) the integral (10) becomes a product of n one-dimensional integrals, for which ADMB performs a series of n one-dimensional Laplace approximations (or optionally adaptive Gaussian quadrature). The state-space model (9) does not factorize completely, but instead becomes
where g(u i |u i−1 ; θ) = log{p θ (y i |u i )p θ (u i |u i−1 )}. That each term in the sum depends only on two u i terms is known in the AD literature as partial separability [20] , and is exploited by ADMB both in the AD computations and when evaluating det(H ), as H is a tridiagonal matrix. Separability also has an important probabilistic interpretation in terms of conditional independence under the (Bayesian) posterior distribution
where p θ (y) is given by (10) . When element (i, j ) of the Hessian H is zero, u i and u j become conditionally independent under (16), given the remaining u's. For the state-space model, with its banded H, we can make the more specific statement that for i < j < k, u i and u k are independent given u j . Understanding the link between conditional independence and separability is important for assessing the computational complexity of a given model. Further, there may be two different ways of implementing a model, one leading to a separable g, the other not. A simple example is the random walk, u i = u i−1 + e i , where e i is an error term. The joint probability distribution of the u's is now p(u 1 ) n i=2 p(u i |u i−1 ), yielding separability, but a probabilistically equivalent model is obtained if we consider the e i to be our random effects. Now, the u i 's are simply intermediate variables in our model, on the way to the response variables y i = u i + ε i . Because y n = ε n + n i=1 e i depends directly on all of e 1 , . . . , e n , the model is not separable, even though the joint density of the e's is n i=1 p(e i ). The ADMB user must explicitly point out the separability structure by letting each term in (15) be a function call. Although automatic detection of separability is possible in principle, this requirement forces the user to think correctly about the structure of the model.
ADMB users and applications
The AUTODIF Library and ADMB were initially developed to implement highly parameterized integrated statistical fisheries assessment models that were essentially impossible to estimate in the software available at the time [16, 17, 18, 19, 28] . For this reason, the majority of early users were fisheries stock assessment modellers [43, 56] . Fisheries models are still the majority of ADMB applications, but the user community is becoming more diverse through the direct promotion of ADMB by the ADMB Foundation and ADMB Project, and through courses taught by several groups, including modules within university graduate courses.
ADMB-based computer models are used globally to monitor populations of many endangered and commercially valuable species. Population models written in ADMB are used to assess more than 150 commercial fish stocks around the world, worth billions of dollars, and every U.S. NOAA Fisheries Science Center uses ADMB in their research. There are more than 150 peer-reviewed publications and numerous reports based on analyses using ADMB. Users range from universities and research institutions to government departments and private companies.
Stock assessment models using ADMB
Several general fisheries stock assessment models have been developed with ADMB or the AUTODIF Library alone. These models integrate a variety of data types to estimate parameters representing the fish population dynamics and how the population responds to fishing. For example, MULTIFAN-CL (http://www.multifan-cl.org/), which is based on AUTODIF, was developed to analyse tuna populations [18] and extended to include spatial structure in the population dynamics and fitting to tagging data [25] .
Coleraine [27] was the first general fisheries stock assessment model developed with ADMB, and as a consequence, provided the first general Bayesian stock assessment model, which included the use of priors and modelling future projections for management strategy evaluation and decision analysis. Coleraine has been applied to several stocks globally, been used as a teaching tool in university courses and was included in the UN Food and Agriculture Organization's Bayesian stock assessment user's manual [52] .
One of the largest and most used ADMB applications is Stock Synthesis [45] , a very general fisheries stock assessment program. Stock Synthesis was initially used to assess U.S. Pacific groundfish stocks, but is now used globally.
Other models using ADMB
The efficiency and stability of parameter estimation in ADMB makes it ideal for nonlinear models that are highly parameterized [18, 25, 41] , simpler nonlinear models with hundreds of thousands of data points [39, 42] , or complex nonlinear models that are parameter-rich and include large data sets [58] . It is also ideal for smaller models that need to be repeated a large number of times when performing analyses such as bootstraps, cross-validation, profile likelihoods, simulation testing [37, 54] or management strategy evaluation [4, 50, 53] . The random effects module is ideal for implementing nonlinear random effects models [44, 65] or modelling process variability in state-space models [48] . The Bayesian MCMC module can also be used to implement these models [44] . There have been several ADMB applications outside fisheries. Many of these are fisheries-related such as modelling the dynamics of marine mammals [ [31] , agriculture [49] , oceanography [29] and paleontology [34] literature. ADMB has also been used in economic [46, 51] and medical research [35] .
The ADMB project
The ADMB Project began in 2007 with the primary goals of sustaining ADMB into the future and expanding its user base. The first steps in the project were to make ADMB freely available and to open the source code 1 . The ADMB Foundation administers the project, the University of California holds the copyright, and ADMB is released as a free software under the BSD license. 2 ADMB is supported on all common operating systems (Windows, Linux, Mac OS, OpenSolaris), for all common C++ compilers (GCC, Visual Studio, Borland), and for both 32 and 64 bit architectures.
The software is written in C++ and GNU Flex, currently at 172,000 and 9000 lines of code, respectively. Currently, a Subversion 3 repository is maintained at the University of Hawaii, and formal releases are distributed on Google Code. The source code is tested continuously on a Buildbot 4 system, and Doxygen 5 comments are used to prepare documentation of the application programming interface (API). Extensive manuals are available for ADMB [1] , the random effects module [3] and the internal AUTODIF library.
Discussion
AD Model Builder is a flexible and powerful tool for development of complex nonlinear statistical estimation problems. Its speed and unique capabilities, e.g. Laplace approximation, make it the tool of choice for many applications.
Although the origin of ADMB is in resource management, its use is gradually spreading to other disciplines in ecology and the social and medical sciences. Transformation of ADMB into a free open-source software vastly increases the number of potential users and should enable wider adoption of ADMB.
Opening the software to a wider community of developers offers the possibility that ADMB users might contribute specialized 'packages', bundles of ADMB functions that other users can apply in their models. The infrastructure to solicit, test and distribute such contributed packages is one of the priorities for future development. The ADMB Project welcomes scientists and programmers with the ability and enthusiasm to contribute to ADMB.
Many ADMB users are also R users, and several approaches to creating interfaces between ADMB and R have been used, for example, the glmmADMB, R2admb, and PBSadmb packages for R and the ADMB2R C++ interface. Similarly, ADMB users have expressed interest in developing translators from BUGS (Bayesian inference Using Gibbs Sampling).
There have been relatively few comparisons of performance of ADMB to that of other statistical software packages. The work comparing ADMB and other software [57] is somewhat out of date, very limited in scope and needs to be updated, but did show that ADMB performed much more efficiently than other modelling tools [57] in situations without random effects. More recently, Skaug and Fournier [61] compared ADMB to a number of statistical packages in a mixed model setting. It was concluded that ADMB performs favourably compared to the SAS procedure NLMIXED, which offers the same level of flexibility as ADMB (within a limited class of random effects models), and hence constitutes the most direct comparison.
The speed at which ADMB reaches solutions to estimation problems is one of the features that attracts users. A top priority for future development is parallel processing, which will further improve performance. Many users are also attracted to ADMB for its MCMC capability. Improvement of the MCMC algorithms to increase both speed and accuracy have also been flagged as a development priority.
In summary, the advantages of ADMB over other statistical packages gained by the use of AD include:
(1) Flexibility. The user is free to define any desired model rather than being limited to a set of predefined models. Indeed, any C++ program can be written within ADMB. (2) Speed. AD, the optimizer and the specialized adjoint code for key functions can make the difference between waiting hours versus seconds for model convergence. In addition, the generic implementation of optimization, Laplace approximation, importance sampling, MCMC, profile likelihood and estimation of the variance-covariance matrix for estimated parameters and derived quantities allows these to be applied to the desired model rather than limiting the analysis to specific models or forcing the analyst to make simplifying assumptions.
